
Data Enrichment & 
Authority Control

OPTIMIZE AND ENHANCE YOUR COLLECTION

Whether you are looking at a system upgrade, a more robust 
Discovery layer, or just planning for the future needs of your 
catalog there are a myriad of options to make your catalog 
more powerful. Backstage Library Works offers multiple levels 
of record enrichment to help your users make the most of your 
current search & discovery platforms. Select what you want and 
omit others, we will cater to your needs!

What is included?
Authority Control: 
Validate and standardize Access Points against the 
Library of Congress Name & Subject Authority Files as 
well as multiple other vocabularies. Have local terms to 
incorporate? We can help you do that!

Record validation: 
Validate the structure of MARC fields and update 
out-of-date practices.

RDA Enrichment: 
Enhance AACR2 records with RDA elements to create 
hybrid records as well as validate the structure of 
existing RDA records.

LCSH to FAST: 
If desired, add missing FAST terms through Backstage’s 
home-grown conversion process.

GSAFD to LCGFT: 
Convert obsolete GSAFD terms to their LCGFT equivalent.

Reading Levels: 
Add Lexile Measures and/or Accelerated Reader levels 
to your bibliographic records to aid in promoting 
literacy.

Identity Management/URIs: 
Add appropriate $0 with URIs for appropriate Authority 
or RDA Registry terms. If desired, select to also add 
VIAF or ISNI URIs to $1 of matched Name Headings. 
URIs are also available to be added to $4 for relator 
terms/codes.

Why Work With US?
The Authority Control experts at Backstage Library 
Works have over 30 years of experience working with 
collections of all sizes and content across the globe.
Our mission at Backstage Library Works is to 
provide high-quality, cost-effective professional 
services that preserve, organize, describe, and 
connect you to the world’s knowledge.

Benefits
Create greater search/filtering capabilities
Reduce internal time & cost through an automated 
process
Increased flexibility with customized profile options

Why Automated Enrichment? 
Backstage’s automated processing will not only 
standardize your Access Points and update the 
MARC format of your Bibliographic Records but will 
also add various enrichments that can all be done 
simultaneously. There is no need for multiple or 
separate processes that take additional time and 
energy of your staff.

A special collections archives vault within a medical 
university library containing 15k – 20k monographs in a 
variety of written languages. The monographs needed to 
be assessed for previous labeling with a barcode and 
record in the ILS database. During the inventory process, 
any title missing a record needed to be properly cataloged. 
The project anticipated cataloging in English, Romance, 
German, Greek, Russian, and Southeast Asian languages 
for approximately 10% of the collection.

Special Touches

While portions of the collection already had barcodes on acid-free slips to tuck into the books, Back-
stage was able to print new slips with a simple colophon and statement of extent for easy reference 
when browsing. 
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Workflow
Inventory review was slated to take around 6 weeks of processing and ensured that every item in the vault 
was barcoded and recorded in the ILS. The On-Site team created digital surrogates of every book needing 
a record for the second phase of the project: remote cataloging. The cataloging team then took the next 3 
months to address nearly 5,000 items that were not previously accessible in the catalog. 
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Client’s Perspective
“We knew we had an exceptional rare book collection; however, it was a 'hidden treasure' since records for 
almost half of the volumes were absent from our catalog. This project allowed us to unlock our holdings and 
now enables users to discover these unique materials.” 
                 - Polina Ilieva, Associate University Librarian for Collections and UCSF Archivist


